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Abstract: The aims of the research were to evaluate the effectiveness of the application of nanostruc-
tured products on Volterra calcarenite stone and to define the experimental conditions and procedures
of accelerated aging tests, able to simulate different degradation on the studied lithotype. The work
focused on methods of performing accelerated aging tests in order to simulate different effects of en-
vironmental decay involving stone used on a historical site. The rock samples were examined before
and after three treatment types: cyclic salt spray chamber, cycles of freezing–thawing and cycles of
thermal shock. After each artificial aging cycle, changes in appearance were noted and chemical and
physical properties were measured so that the differences between untreated and treated samples
could be compared. After applying nanostructured products on the sample surfaces, and assessing
the effects of the accelerated aging, the protective performance of the coatings was evaluated using
the contact angle test to evaluate the surface hygroscopicity. Moreover, scanning electron microscope
(SEM-EDS) analysis was performed before and after each application of nanostructured coating to
evaluate changes in the surface morphology. Results demonstrated that Panchina stone showed
a high durability to the aging tests, and artificial degradation effects were not largely visible. The
nanostructured products seem to be suitable for stone protection by virtue of their good compatibility
and effectiveness.

Keywords: decay; stone protection; nanostructured products; aging test

1. Introduction

The aims of this work were to evaluate the effectiveness of nanostructured coatings
for the protection of stone, in order to increase the stone durability, and to define exper-
imental conditions and procedures of accelerated aging tests able to simulate different
degradation environmental effects on the studied lithotype. The material identified for
the experimentation was Panchina stone, coming from the historic walls of Volterra. The
city of Volterra stands on the top of a hill located on the watershed between the valleys of
the Era and Cecina rivers in Tuscany (Italy). Volterra was an important Etruscan city and,
contrary to what happened to other cities in that historical period, it was also inhabited
in the Roman and Middle Ages. Some ancient building works, such as the surrounding
walls, were maintained because they were also used in the following centuries. The walls
of the ancient city of Volterra were built for defensive purposes, probably in the 4th century
BC and were restored from the Middle Ages to the present day; in fact, it is possible to
recognize all the construction techniques occurring over time, but large tracts of the original
walls still remain, in which it is possible to reconstruct the construction technique of the
wall, formed mostly by large rough square stone blocks. Panchina stone is a yellowish
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calcarenite stone, extracted in the Etruscan and Roman periods from quarries in western
Tuscany, and widely used there as a building material, mainly in walls [1–6].

A typical outcrop of Panchina stone is located within the city of Livorno and belongs
to the morpho-sedimentary element; it started developing around 125,000 years ago and is
known in the literature as “Terrazzo di Livorno”, as it represents the substrate on which
the city was built [7–10].

It is a highly porous stone, with medium-sized grains, rich in organogenic carbonate
fragments, mainly consisting in shells belonging to bivalves, gastropods, and echinoderms,
visible to the naked eye or by using a lens [11].

Despite its good mechanical performance, this stone material is characterized by a
considerable heterogeneity, with the presence of areas with high surface decohesion due to
the action of rainwater, and the freezing and thawing process to which the stone is subject
in the winter season in the area of Volterra [4–6]. In order to reduce differential degradation,
it is advisable to treat the stone surfaces with a protective product that acts as a protective
layer between the stone and the external agents. In the specific case of water, the protective
coating can limit its interaction with the stone material, reducing the amount of water
inside the porous structure of the material [12].

For this purpose, the research activity comprised experimentation on two innovative
treatments for stone surfaces, capable of conferring a protective water-repellent effect on
the surfaces, and the analysis of their behavior against accelerated aging, simulated in the
laboratory, in order to increase their durability.

In the field of cultural heritage, polymeric films are commonly used to induce a water-
repellent effect on the stone surface [13]. Acrylic polymers, siloxanes, fluoropolyethers and
fluorinated acrylic polymers are usually used as hydrophobic coatings [14–16]. A main
drawback of acrylic polymers (i.e., Paraloid B72) is their poor resistance to aging, especially
to thermal and photooxidation processes [17,18]. On the other hand, siloxanes used as a
protective coating on historic surfaces, demonstrated good chemical stability, due to their
high strength Si-O bond, low surface tension and good resistance to thermal stress [19].

Fluoropolymers are chemically similar to polytetrafluoroethene (PTFE, or Teflon),
which has hydrophobic and oleophobic properties. The early fluoropolymer coatings
showed good results, but a low ability to bind to the stone; for this reason, special fluo-
ropolymers containing functional groups (such as phosphates) were developed; these can
adhere to the stone surface, consequently providing a more persistent protection [20,21].
However, these compounds are scarcely used, mainly because of their high cost. Recently,
more resistant and economical fluorinated acrylics were synthetized [22].

In the last decade, some interesting solutions emerged from the field of nanotechnol-
ogy and the application of nanoparticles [23]. Nanosized calcium hydroxide and silica
were used for stone consolidation purposes, because of their high reactivity. Moreover, due
to their reduced dimensions, these nanoparticles are able to penetrate deep into the stone
structure [24–26]. Nanoparticles are also currently largely used and tested to improve the
performance of protective coatings on stone surfaces, in order to enhance their performance
in terms of resistance against water, biological attack and pollution [27]. Based on the fea-
tures provided by the nanoparticles, these coatings can be grouped into superhydrophobic
coatings and photocatalytic coatings [23].

In the first case, a self-cleaning effect occurs, in that dirt and early colonies of microor-
ganisms do not adhere to the surface itself, but are generally “washed off” by the water. On
a photoactive surface, in contrast, the organic matter adheres to the surface, but is easily
oxidized and decomposed by the combination of light and photocatalysts [28].

In the scientific literature, coatings based on nanoparticles were successfully formu-
lated and tested on several lithotypes, and a general improvement of the protection of the
stone was stated [29–31].

Despite these results, the use of nanostructured coatings in the field of conservation
of cultural heritage is still quite limited [32,33]. This is because data from long-term
experimentation on the behavior of such materials are not yet available. These data are
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fundamental if stakeholders are to understand the suitability of nanostructured coatings
for the protection of built heritage, which should be preserved for as long as possible [23].

In this context, the aim of the research activities was to actively contribute to existing
knowledge through the comparative evaluation of the effectiveness of two nanostructured
coatings, testing their durability in the lab, in order to select the most suitable products. In
addition, the research enabled the definition of the experimental conditions and procedures
of an accelerated aging test, used to simulate different degradation environmental effects
on the studied lithotype.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Stone Characterization

The characterization of the stone sample was performed on the material provided
directly by Soprintendenza Archeologia, Belle Arti e Paesaggio di Pisa, collected directly
on site from material resulting from the collapse of a portion of the walls located between
Piazza Martiri della Libertà and Via dei Ponti in Volterra. The first phase mainly con-
cerned the petrographic mineralogical characterization, X-ray diffractometry (XRD) and
physical–mechanical parameters of the stone material, such as porosity, coefficient of water
absorption by capillarity (Normal UNI EN 1925:2000) [34], permeability to water vapor
(Normal 21/85 UNI EN 1015-19), [35,36] and the identification of the possible presence of
soluble salts (Normal UNI 11087) [37] or alteration phenomena. The samples were cut into
cubes measuring 5 × 5 × 5 cm, as indicated by the rules relating to the execution of the
analyses. Water absorption tests were carried out after immersing the samples in water,
according to the specifications of the UNI EN 12087 [38], before and after artificial aging.
Furthermore, the water vapor permeability of the stone cubes was measured according
to UNI EN 15803 [39]. In order to evaluate the durability of the stone, selected samples
were subjected to different cycles of artificial aging to evaluate possible modifications upon
exposure to thermo-hygrometric stress conditions, freezing/thawing, thermal shock and a
salt spray chamber.

This aging methodology made it possible to evaluate the behavior of the treated
materials to physical–mechanical stress determined by differential thermal expansion due
to sudden changes in temperature, and to the physical–mechanical actions caused by
the expansion of ice and salts inside the porous structure of the material [40,41]. The
freeze/thaw test was conducted on all the treated and untreated samples and consisted in
cyclically subjecting the samples to a phase of freezing in the freezer at a temperature of
−20 ◦C and to a phase of thawing at 70 ◦C, passing through an intermediate temperature
of +22 ◦C. Samples were subjected to a total of 7 cycles of aging. The thermal shock test,
conducted on all the treated and untreated samples, consisted in cyclically subjecting
them to a phase of freezing at a temperature of −20 ◦C and to a thawing phase at +22 ◦C,
passing through an intermediate temperature +4 ◦C. Samples were subjected to 7 cycles of
aging (Table 1):

Table 1. Accelerated aging program freeze/thaw and thermal shock.

FREEZE/THAW THERMAL SHOCK

+22 ◦C, 1 h
−20 ◦C, 3 h
+22 ◦C, 1 h
+70 ◦C, 3 h

−20 ◦C, 2 h

+22 ◦C, 2 h

+4 ◦C, 2 h

The third and last aging test consisted in the use of a saline spray chamber; the test
was conducted on all the treated and untreated samples, following the normal standard
(UNI EN 12370:2001) [42]. The salt spray test is an efficient method of the corrosion testing
of various products, such as paints and coatings; it ensures the quality of the products and
their ability to maintain the required performance under such working conditions for a
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long time without being subjected to any damage or deformation. The test was performed
for 21 days for a total of 21 aging cycles, with a concentration of 5% salt solution. Wetting
characteristics were defined using a TQC Pocket Goniometer. The Pocket Goniometer
PGX+ defines several surface properties for quality control. The instrument measures the
dynamic and static contact angle of a standard liquid. PGX+ Pocket Goniometer conforms
to all major international standards, including ASTM D724, and ASTM D5946 [43,44].

SEM-EDS electron microscopy was performed to investigate the possible penetration of
salt particles within the porous structure of the stone material treated with the products, and
their subsequent growth and development over time. All SEM-EDS electron microscopy
analyses were carried out on the surface of the samples, in order to evaluate the behavior
of the different treatments in relation to the surface morphology, and in section, with the
aim of verifying the penetration of the treatments, respectively. To perform the sectional
analysis, all the samples were incorporated in resin to prevent potential detachment of
the treatments during the cutting and preparation of the samples; perfectly flat surfaces
were obtained, which limited potential optical distortions during observations under the
microscopy [45].

2.2. Applied Products

Two innovative products, covered by an industrial patent, were applied and tested:
NSW, a concentrated aqueous dispersion of functionalized silica nanoparticles and NSO,
an aqueous dispersion of nanometric fluorosilanes.

As regards the NSW, silica nanoparticles are good candidates for such applications
due to their low cost of fabrication, their ready availability and the ability to modify their
surfaces by known chemical methods. The surface modification of silica nanoparticles
allows control over their hydrophilicity and also improvement of their salt tolerance.

Silica nanoparticles are silicon dioxide (SiO2) particles, spherical in shape and with
a diameter between 5 and 100 nm. Depending on the way they are produced, silica
nanoparticles, always in the form of aqueous dispersions, can be:

• Monodisperse (with a very narrow particle-size distribution);
• Polydisperse (with a wider dimensional distribution).

Once penetrated into the porous structure of a material, and the water evaporated, the
silica nanoparticles react both with the hydroxyl groups present on the stone surfaces, and
with each other, forming silica polymers, similarly to what happens with the best known
and most widely used consolidant, ethyl silicate [46]. There are dozens of types of silica
nanoparticle dispersion, different in the size and distribution of particles, stabilization
methods and the presence of additives of various types, but only a few yielded appreciable
results for the restoration sector [13,31,47].

As regards the nanometric fluorosilanes NSO, the replacement of hydrogen (H) atoms
with fluorine (F) atoms in a polymeric structure enhances its ability to endure heat, light,
flame, moisture or chemicals [48,49].

Moreover, F atoms reduce the surface energy of the material, hence, increasing hy-
drophobicity. For these reasons, fluorinated polymers were extensively investigated and
suggested for use in the conservation of buildings and objects of cultural heritage exposed
to atmospheric conditions [50,51].

Both products were applied by brush (Figure 1): in particular, NSW was diluted with
distilled water in a ratio of 1:1, while NSO was applied as it was.

2.3. Comparative Testing of Treatments

The comparative testing of treatments performed on the surface of the samples was
divided into three phases. The first phase involved an accurate macroscopic and micro-
scopic analysis of all the surfaces of the treated and untreated samples. Surface wettability
measurements were carried out by measuring the contact angle, evaluating the constant
mass of the samples with an analytical balance and determining the absorption of H2O by
capillarity (NORMAL 11/85) [52].
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Figure 1. Application phase.

During the second phase, different accelerated aging tests were conducted to highlight,
in advance, not only the behavior of the samples to hygrothermal shocks, but also any
possible surface alterations due to the applied treatments. Before and after the different
aging tests, the measurement of the contact angle with the Pocket Goniometer TQC (TAPPI
T458, ASTM D724, ASTM D5946) [43,44] and the water absorption by capillarity (UNI EN
1925:2000), [34], were performed on each sample; the water repellency conferred to the
surfaces by the two coatings and the improvement over the untreated samples were then
comparatively evaluated. In the third phase, all the measurements from the first phase
were repeated and scanning electron microscopy (SEM-EDS) analyses were carried out to
evaluate the behavior of the different treatments in relation to the surface morphology of
the samples, and in section, to verify the penetration of treatments.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Stone Characterization

Observation of the thin sections revealed that the rock in question is a clastic sedi-
mentary rock consisting of carbonate and silicate granules. The carbonate component is
represented by bioclasts (fragments of molluscs, echinoderms, calcareous algae, bryozoans,
macroforaminifera) and by lithoclasts with a microsparitic to micritic texture. The silicate
component is represented by granules of quartz, feldspar (plagioclase, orthoclase and
microcline), gneissic lithics and subordinate granules of mica, chlorite and iron oxides. The
latter appear as segregations in the chloritic granules or as late diagenesis fillings in the
inter and intragranular voids.

The particle size of the clasts, both silicate and carbonate, is mainly between 0.2 and
0.4 mm, with a maximum size of 0.8 mm. Sporadically, centimeter-sized lamellibranch
shells are observed.

The optical microscope observation showed the high compactness of the matrix and the
presence of silicate clasts (quartz, feldspar, mica) and carbonate clasts (bioclasts) cemented
by spathic calcite. In the intergranular voids not occluded by the calcitic cement, secondary
filling of iron oxides was also noted (Figures 2 and 3).

In summary, it can be said that, from the petrographic point of view, the material can
be considered an arcosic litoarenite, a clastic sedimentary rock with calcitic cement.

Diffractometry, as shown in the Figure 4 below, revealed 30% quartz, 60% calcite, 9%
feldspar and 1% mica.
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Figure 2. Thin section observations.

Figure 3. Thin section observations.

Figure 4. Diffractometry on the stones.

From the interpretation of the other analyses performed on the stone material (uniaxial
mechanical resistance, UNI EN 1926: 2007 standard [53]; water absorption by capillarity
UNI EN 1925: 2000 standard; permeability to water vapor, UNI EN ISO 7783 standard) [54],
it is clear that it is a rock characterized by high compactness, deductible from the low
average value of total porosity (5.9%), high mechanical resistance to uniaxial compression
(72 MPa 72 N/mm2), low water absorption coefficient by capillarity (CW, S between 11.56
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and 4.83 g/(m2 × s0.5)) and low vapor permeability (µ 116.4). There is also an absence
of soluble salts, such as sulphates, and the irrelevant presence of chlorides (0.21%). The
rock, however, did show sporadic areas of lower cementation and, therefore, reduced
compactness and greater porosity.

3.2. Comparative Testing of Treatments

The water absorption test by capillarity, conducted on the samples (5 × 5 × 5 cm),
treated just on one face (1F) or six faces (6F), shows that in the first ten minutes of treatment
the quantity of water absorbed was greater than 25% of the total quantity of water absorbed
after 8 days of absorption, showing a slow but progressive imbibition capacity (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Water Absorption and Desorption Tests.

At the end of each absorption cycle, and for each of the three aging processes used,
the following change in index parameters selected were evaluated: the measurement of the
contact angle, shape differences, surface degradation and rate mass loss of the samples.

The results of the three accelerated aging tests show that, macroscopically, the sam-
ples maintained an intact shape and external aspect, and showed no evident marker of
deterioration; furthermore, the mass loss was insignificant, at less than 1%.
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3.3. Contact Angle Measurement

The results, relating to a 4 µL drop, at 24 h, 48 h and 30 days from application, are
shown in the following table (Table 2).

Table 2. Contact angle measurement.

Sample
Name

Applied
Product
(2 Coats)

Note
Contact
Angle
24 h

Contact
Angle
48 h

Contact
Angle

30 Days

V01 NSO 1F 81.10 90.60 85.57
V02 NSO 1F 90.13 87.70 89.50
V03 - REF. SAMPLE - - -
V04 NSO 1F 84.40 73.80 85.60
V05 NSO 1F 89.70 90.33 88.60
V06 NSO 1F 81.87 85.73 85.80
V07 NSO 1F 81.33 85.60 86.70
V08 NSO 6F 78.60 91.12 90.57
V09 NSO 6F 85.78 88.28 89.38

V010 - REF. SAMPLE - - -
V011 NSO 6F 86.60 85.32 88.08
V012 NSW 1F 76.93 69.70 83.07
V013 NSW 1F 78.77 83.10 80.70
V014 NSW 1F 84.83 85.87 79.30
V015 NSW 1F 63.93 85.43 84.60
V016 - REF. SAMPLE - - -
V017 - REF. - - -
V018 NSW 1F 74.90 90.30 81.17
V019 - REF. SAMPLE - - -
V020 NSW 1F 86.00 73.50 77.70
V021 NSW 6F 75.85 79.97 83.67
V022 NSW 6F 88.65 84.85 86.65
V023 NSW 6F 70.47 78.64 78.98

1 NSO 1F 86.77 86.17 85.83
2 NSO 1F 83.13 76.97 87.50
3 NSW 1F 82.53 88.63 90.87
4 NSW 1F 83.50 83.47 84.33
5 - REF. SAMPLE - - -
6 - REF. SAMPLE - - -

Figure 6 shows the difference of the behavior of the surface, before and after the
treatment and the aging tests.

The average values of the wettability measurements of the analyzed samples, differen-
tiated by coating, are listed below, in the Table 3:

Table 3. Average values of the wettability measurements.

Sample Name Applied Product
(2 Coats) Average Value 24 h Average Value 48 h Average Value 30 Days

V01 NSO

84.76 85.63 86.96

V02 NSO
V04 NSO
V05 NSO
V06 NSO
V07 NSO

V08 NSO
83.66 88.24 89.34V09 NSO

V011 NSO
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Table 3. Cont.

Sample Name Applied Product
(2 Coats) Average Value 24 h Average Value 48 h Average Value 30 Days

V012 NSW 77.56 81.32 81.09
V013 NSW
V014 NSW
V015 NSW
V018 NSW
V020 NSW

V021 NSW 78.32 81.15 83.10
V022 NSW
V023 NSW

Figure 6. Contact angle measurement.

The same measurements were performed after the water desorption test and, in both
cases, the contact angles observed on NSO surfaces were higher than on NSW surfaces.

3.4. Durability Characteristics

Compared with other protocols available in the literature [55,56], that proposed here
is marked by a systematic investigation into the effects of thermo-hygrometric stress, by
freezing/thawing, thermal shocks and a salt spray chamber. This aging methodology
made it possible to specifically evaluate the behavior of the treated materials to physical-
mechanical stress determined by differential thermal expansion due to sudden changes
in temperature and to the physical-mechanical actions caused by the expansion of ice and
salts inside the stone porous structure.

In particular, the results obtained after aging with the freeze/thaw test and thermal
shock test show that the samples macroscopically preserved their shape and external aspect,
without showing evident signs of deterioration. These results could be referred to as high
mechanical resistance of the stone and good distribution of the products, which did not
affect the behavior of the stone. Moreover, the contact angles measured at the end of the
accelerated aging tests showed a slight decrease compared with those taken initially.

The samples subjected to the salt spray chamber showed lower contact angle measure-
ments after this test, with an average value of 75◦ for both products. It is reasonable to
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assume that the presence of aggressive environments containing a marine aerosol resulted
in a slight decrease in the hydrophobic performances of the treated surfaces. Even with
this slight reduction, comparing the untreated sample, the protective effect is still active,
since contact angles of approximately 80◦ were obtained on the treated surfaces.

We deduce that, as in the case of Roverio et al. [57], when the products are able to
penetrate deeply enough inside the stone pores, they retain much of their hydrophobic
properties, even after partial chemical degradation of the matrices has occurred on the
actual stone surface.

3.5. SEM-EDS Analysis

The results of SEM-EDS analyses show a good compatibility between the surfaces of
the samples and the treatments applied. In particular, in the sample where the NSO (based
on fluorosilanes) treatment was applied, the elemental analysis confirms the presence of the
treatment on the surface after the aging cycles: in fact, the intensity of the fluorine appears
very marked. The observations relative to the surface morphology after application and
the aging of the samples show that the applied product followed the surface morphology
perfectly (Figures 7 and 8).

Figure 7. Elemental analysis in SEM-EDS: sample treated with NSO (University of Bari Aldo Moro).

The analysis of the sample in the section mapping shows the penetration of fluo-
rine after aging and the point elemental analysis confirms the presence of the treatment
(Figure 9).

The results of the SEM-EDS analysis on the sample surface where the NSW treatment
based on functionalized silica nanoparticles was applied show the presence of the treatment
in the sample. The elemental analysis conducted on the surface of the sample confirms,
however, a marked presence of silicon, despite the substrate of the sample still having a
very high quartz component (Figure 10).
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Figure 8. SEM-EDS images: Morphology of the sample surface after application of the NSO product
(University of Bari Aldo Moro).

The images of the surface morphology also show the absence of product thickening,
which is evidence that the product has penetrated without changing the surface texture of
the substrate (Figure 11).

In addition, the analysis relating to section mapping confirms the marked presence of
silicon within the sample, while the point elemental analysis confirms the presence of the
silicon marker of the treatment, and also a component of the substrate (Figure 12).
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Figure 9. SEM-EDS images: Section mapping and point elemental analysis: sample treated with NSO
product (University of Bari Aldo Moro).
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Figure 10. Elemental analysis in SEM-EDS: sample treated with NSW treatment (University of Bari
Aldo Moro).

Figure 11. SEM-EDS images: Morphology of the sample surface after application of product NSW
(University of Bari Aldo Moro).
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Figure 12. SEM-EDS images: Section mapping and point elemental analysis, sample treated with
product NSW (University of Bari Aldo Moro).

4. Conclusions

The activities and tests conducted enabled the testing of stone samples treated with
two different products for the protection of the stone material. In particular, from the
microscopic observations of the treated surfaces, no alterations were detected after the
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application of the products, nor after the water absorption and desorption processes, despite
the prolonged contact with water of the surfaces of the samples.

With regard to the surface wettability measurements, after application and before
aging, the measurements made at 24–48 h and after 30 days demonstrate that the samples
with the highest contact angle and, therefore, the most hydrophobic surface, are those
treated with NSO, even though NSW still shows good values.

Following the aging of the samples with freeze-thaw cycles, the results relating to the
loss in mass show that the treated samples exhibit good resistance: no abnormal behavior,
surface loss of cohesion, fractures or mass loss were detected. As regards the post freeze-
thaw wettability measures, there is also good maintenance of performance in terms of
surface-water repellency. Following aging of the samples with thermal shock cycles, the
results relating to the loss in mass show that the treated samples have good resistance over
time: there is no weight reduction, and no anomalous behavior, surface loss of cohesion or
fractures were detected. As regards the post thermal shock wettability measures, again,
there is good maintenance of performance in terms of surface-water repellency. Even after
aging with salt spray cycles, on average, none of the samples loses mass. As regards the
post-salt spray wettability measures, on the other hand, there is a slight deterioration,
despite the surfaces continuing to maintain good water repellency. It is, therefore, noted
that, among phenomena simulated in the laboratory, the most “aggressive” for the treated
stone is most likely the action of the salts.

The SEM-EDS investigations made it possible to verify a good homogeneity of distri-
bution of the products within the porous structure of the material, as well as the absence of
by-products or alterations that could have been caused by the natural aging to which the
samples had been subjected. The SEM observations revealed that the two products did not
create any film and they did not alter the substrate. It is also noted that, despite having
been subjected to prolonged action of saline mist, in the elemental mapping in section,
the presence of NaCl was not detected at depth. This suggests that both protective agents
performed their function, preventing the saline solution from penetrating the surface; the
salts, therefore, remained on the surface and were then easily washed away.

The developed aging protocol produced positive and significant results; it could,
therefore, be replicated for the evaluation of other products on stone materials with charac-
teristics similar to those of Panchina stone.

Furthermore, in order to complete this study and expand the multiparametrical eval-
uation essential for the most effective conservation of the material, the evaluation will
continue with analysis of the combined UV and humidity effects. Variations in the parame-
ters under investigation in the climatic chamber will allow the evaluation of the incidence
and combination of the two parameters on the behavior and durability of the treatments.
Nevertheless, in the future, the durability and the behavior of the coatings after prolonged
natural aging should be tested directly on pilot sites.
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